Abstract. The process of noise data is a significant issue to the application of data. In this paper, we propose a method of processing noisy data based on improvement radial basis function (RBF) neural network to handle noise data. We establish surrogate models for two kinds of standard functions with noise data and noise-free data respectively, then by means of testing the two models with a set of perfect test data and analyzing the result of the comparative experiments to certify the effectiveness of this method.
Introduction
The processing of noisy data is one of the core issues that we can make use of data accurately and efficiently. Noisy data [1] , also named meaningless data, is a sort of negative influence on original data because of the transfer mechanism of transferring data or external environment in the data transfer processing.
Currently, the existing methods for data process, such as binning, clustering and regression have some problems, including the complex of computing, heavy workload and the unsatisfied results. In an era of geometric increase of the amount of data, we need to develop some new methods to keep the pace of the progress. Radial basis function (RBF) neural network has been applied in almost every field because its strong ability to approximate nonlinear complex function and good fault tolerance .Zhang Xiaozai [2] applied RBF neural network in vessel radiated noise prediction, and the experiment proved that the effect is better than the traditional Volterra adaptive filter and also has a faster speed of convergence. Shen Yanxia [3] designed of sliding mode fault tolerant controller switch gain based on RBF neural network's ability of fault tolerance, and for wind energy conversion system fault diagnosis and fault-tolerant control online reorganization. Menita Carozza [4] presented an improved RBF neural network based on RBF which could be used to establish models even though the original data has been polluted within a certain range. DONG-MEI LI [5] applied RBF neural network in modeling of Chaotic systems with noise ,and its feasibility was verified by comparing approximate models between chaotic system and noisy chaotic system. This paper is organized as follows: in the first part, we make a simple introduction about RBF neural network; then, we designed the experiments based on RBF neural network approximation model; in the third part, we analyze the results of experiments, and finally we give a conclusion.
RBF neural network
Radial basis function (RBF) neural network is a three layer forward neural network consisted of input layer, hidden layer and output layer. There are full connection between the hidden layer and the upper with lower level, and the transfer function of input layer to hidden layer called radial basis function, where, Gaussian function are selected as the radial basis function generally. Its structure is shown in figure 1 .
After the establishment of the approximate model, we still need to test the approximate level on response of the approximate model to the true response. The principle of approximate model test is to 4th International Conference on Machinery, Materials and Computing Technology (ICMMCT 2016) treat the observation value of design sample points as the true value, and treat the calculation value of RBF model as the estimated value, thus we compare the difference between the estimated value and the true value to judge the quality of the model. Testing method commonly uses approximate model including R-Squared, Adjusted R-Squared, RMSE, etc. Here we use R-Squared to make an error analysis and we will introduce it in next part.
Fig. 1 RBF neural network architecture

Design of experiment
In this paper, we manipulate radial basis function neural network to build surrogate model respectively for two kinds of ten-dimensional standard functions with noise-free data and data with noise, then employ a set of test data to test the two models, and provide the relative error by analyzing the experimental results. This section describes the specific design of experiments.
Sample point collection: In order to build the surrogate model, we usage the DOE matrix and Optimal-Latin-Hypercube method which could greatly improve the uniformity of Random Latin hypercube and increase accuracy of the fitting to generate N sample points. At the same time, manipulate optimization time-consuming.
Noise-free data generation: Selecting the sample points generated in DOE as the input of the two standard function to get noise-free data .Function expression as shown in Table 1 .
Noisy data generation: Selecting m function values from noise-free data randomly as input of white noise function and setting SNR to generate noisy data.
Experimental design process shown in Figure 2 . 
Experimental results and analysis
We make experiment for function 1 (Shifted Sphere). Employing the DOE matrix and Optimal-Latin-Hypercube method, we get 200 sample points to generate the noise-free data and noisy data. Then we establish the approximate model based on RBF for the two sets of data respectively and evaluate approximate level with the R-Squared. The expression of R-Squared as follows:
Where, ( ) R is closer to 1, the value of R is closer to 1, which means the better performance of the surrogate model. Generally, we admit the approximate model is reliable when R>0.9.
Where, Data and Noisy-data are R-Squared of noise-free data and noisy data; according to the table 2, approximate models satisfy the conditions of credibility. Figures 3 and 4 are error analysis chart of its noise-free data and noisy data proxy models. Thus, the two approximate models satisfy the conditions of credibility and could be used to predict.
We use Optimal-Latin-Hypercube method to generate 5 sets of testing data.Y1 is predictive value of perfect data model; Y2 is predictive value of noise data model. And R is the relative deviation by Y1.we consider it is feasibility when R<5%.
The results of experiment are shown in Table 3 . The value of R is all less than 5%, it can be considered that the two models have the same approximate correspondence, which means that RBF neural network can establish approximate same agent model whether there exists noisy data or not within a certain range.
With the same method to test function 2, the results followed as 
Conclusion
In this paper, we studied a noisy data processing method based on radial basis function (RBF) neural network. We build surrogate model of noise data with RBF neural network and apply this model in predicting data. Then we compared results with predict results of surrogate model of noise-free data. The result shows that the method of this paper provided is feasible for noise data processing.
